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February (weekend of 22nd): The Warehouse, New Orleans,
LA (Nightcrawlers) opening for J.J. Cale, Quicksilver
Messenger Service

& April 11: Rolling Stone, “Austin: The Hucksters Are
Coming,” issue #158

&May 9: Rolling Stone, mention of SRV in letter from Shirley
Dimmick to the editor about Austin music
May 10: Arrest for Class C misdemeanor theft for shoplifting
steaks. A Class C misdemeanor is the same level as traffic
offenses like a speeding ticket. Stevie is described on the arrest
card as 5’9” and 135 pounds.
The times weren’t easy for Stevie and Glenda: “We’d been
starving for a long time. Poor little Stevie and Cutter had to sell
Coke bottles for us to eat for a while when I wasn’t working. I’d
buy a bag of red beans and cook ’em, and that was it – we didn’t
even have salt or cornbread!
“There was one time Stevie went into a grocery store, and he
told me, ‘I’m just bound and determined to go get us a steak.’
I said, ‘Oh, Stevie, be careful.’ So he goes to the store and picks
out two t-bone steaks and he sticks them down his pants. The
minute he’s walking out he gets busted. They haul him off in
handcuffs. Jimmie had to come get him out of jail for two t-bone
steaks [laughs]! Bless his heart, I felt so bad. We didn’t really care
though.”
Mary Beth Greenwood: “Stevie ended up stealing some
meat, which at that time was a felony. There was a brief period
where meat became scarce. Somehow, [Bill] Ham’s people made
it go away, but he always held it over Stevie’s head.”
August 29: Mother Blue’s, Dallas, TX (Nightcrawlers)
August?: Cheech Wizard, Corpus Christi, TX (Nightcrawlers)
Joe Sublett: “We had a band in Corpus Christi [Crawdaddy]
playing six nights a week for several months, and we were going
crazy for some time off. We begged the guy that owned the place
to let us take the week off, and we suggested The Nightcrawlers.
We called them up and said, ‘Hey. You guys want to do a week
in Corpus?’
“So they came down to spell us for a week. We were trying
to get out of the club because we were tired of it, and we ended
up at the club every night watching these guys play because they
were so good! [Plus] we had a big jam over at our band house
when the guys first came into town.

New Orleans, February 1974

© paul f. price

“Some of the guys, maybe all three of them, had gone down
to North Beach to get tattoos [from Old Man Shaw]. Stevie got
the peacock tattoo from this old, funky guy who really hurt him.
Stevie told me the guy was pushing on his chest so hard with the
tattoo needle that he was lifting the chair off the floor [laughs].
He said there was blood running down his chest, and it ended up
being a bad tattoo – it didn’t look anything like a peacock.
“Flashing forward a few years to when we were playing in
the Cobras at some place in southern Louisiana, we went into
this restaurant and this little Cajun waitress came up, saw the
tattoo and said [in a Cajun accent], ‘Is that a chicken?’ Everybody
cracked up laughing! Man, he hated that tattoo.”
Jim Trimmier was also in Crawdaddy when The Nightcrawlers
came in. “They were wearing these kind of dashiki things and
stunk to high heaven! They played a weekend at the Cheech
Wizard playing blues, and the crowd hated them – except for my
friends [who] liked it. Stevie stayed at my house, and that’s when
he got the peacock tattoo. In my opinion, it was not good art.
People kind of made fun of it. He loved it – he thought it was
the greatest thing.”
Doyle: “Probably a year earlier, Jimmie and I got tattoos, and
Stevie always talked about getting a tattoo. I wanted to get
another one too, so we went to this guy – crusty old sailor-type
guy. I remember it being under a bridge. His cigarette smoke
was going up in his face. I got one in the middle of my chest.
You’re supposed to take breaks every fifteen or twenty seconds to
give the person a little break from the hurting, but he was one of
those guys who would push it to the limit – just kept going.
“I thought I was a tough guy, and didn’t let on like it hurt,
but it did. Of course Stevie asked me, and I said, ‘Oh, it hurt a
little, but not much.’ I thought if I told him how bad it hurt, he
wouldn’t get it. While I was getting mine, he was looking on the
walls at all the tattoos. They had basic stuff – eagles and that kind
of stuff. Stevie picked one out [for his chest] and didn’t find out
until after it was done that it was really an arm tattoo.
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“I was sitting there with a bandage on my chest, watching
Stevie. I could feel the pain on Stevie every second. The cigarette
smoke was going up in the guy’s face, and he looked at Stevie
and said [in his crustiest accent], ‘I bet that hurts, don’t it?’ It was
all Stevie could do to get that thing. I mean, you don’t have any
meat there in the middle of your chest.”
Glenda: “I remember when he came back with that peacock ...
I could have whopped all of them. He came back and he was
like [imitates Stevie moving stiffly so as not to move the skin on
his chest]. I had to doctor that thing for weeks to keep it from
getting infected.”
Keith Ferguson was not there to goad Stevie on with the tattoo
but did have an impact on Stevie’s clothing sense. “I had to get
him out of T-shirts. I mean, you don’t want the front man to look
like the roadies.”17
According to Keith, Stevie and Doyle got drunk and decided
to hire Drew Pennington, and that “made Bill Ham drop us
like a hot rock.” They ended up on a Bible Belt tour with no
reservations, and some clubs weren’t even open when they got
there. They paid their own way, and Drew’s girlfriend rescued
them by sending money. Stevie and Keith ended up driving the
equipment back to Texas from Mississippi in an “illegal U-Haul
truck.” They got back home and played a couple of gigs, and at

the Armadillo, Keith quit half-way through the gig. Drew played
“Taps,” and that was the end of the Nightcrawlers.17
September 1: Mother Blue’s, Dallas, TX (Nightcrawlers)
Mary Beth Greenwood: “He wasn’t real happy about his
days with Bill Ham. I remember him upset about Bill quite a
bit; he would get real emotional when he would talk about Bill
Ham. He felt like Ham was kind of shelving him – sent him on
a bum tour.”
Benno says that Stevie didn’t like Bill Ham, who was
accustomed to giving orders as if he was an Army drill sergeant.
Not only did Ham leave the band stranded in Mississippi, but
Ham insisted that Stevie pay him back for the equipment he had
purchased for him.17
According to Roddy Colonna and Cutter, Stevie had to “chill”
for a while after the split with the Nightcrawlers because of
contractual entanglements with Bill Ham.17
Mike Steele: “Stevie was in and out of bands, playing here
and there with people. I don’t remember him having a regular
band between the Nightcrawlers and the Cobras. I remember
the Texas Sheiks, which was Uncle John Turner on drums, Keith

The Nightcrawlers: Doyle, Bruce, Stevie and Billy. courtesy denny freeman
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Ferguson on bass, Jack Morgan on guitar and Bruce Bowland
on vocals. They played at a club on Sixth Street – this was way
before Sixth Street got rejuvenated. Back then it was nothing
but hookers, transvestites, drunks, winos and long hairs. The
Lamplight Saloon was a great club – a lot of bands played there,
including the Texas Sheiks. They played every Sunday night and
Stevie would sit in.”

Keith Ferguson, Stevie, unidentified woman (probably Lou Ann
Barton). courtesy bruce bowland

Bruce Bowland: “That was just a real hard time for everybody
in Austin, because all of us who thought we were going to do good,
didn’t. We all thought we were bulletproof, that no one could
touch us, and then this movement called Progressive Country
came out and was kicking our ass. Although rock and roll was
still happening, it wasn’t happening as big. It was disheartening
because Krackerjack kind of set the stage for everybody to play
original music, we thought. There were other original bands like
Shiva’s Headband, but that was like hippie music. It was like the
wheels just fell off of everything.”
In addition to the tattoo, 1974 brings another permanent
addition to Stevie’s life when he obtains the beat-up Fender
Stratocaster® that would be known as Number One, a.k.a. First
Wife, from Ray Hennig at Heart of Texas Music in Austin.
Ray Hennig: “Stevie was kind of my pet, ’cause he never had
fifteen cents on him! The little dude was always broke. But he
had one good thing – he knew I didn’t mind. Most music dealers

1974

would run off the long-haired musicians. I didn’t mind, so he
always felt at home. He knew he could take all day to play on
instruments, say ‘Bye’ and leave. This was true with a lot of ’em,
not just Stevie – the Sexton brothers, Eric Johnson ... I kind of
considered them part of my family. I dealt with them all the same
way – ‘Hey, the store’s yours, get after it. You ain’t got no money,
so I ain’t gonna sell you anything anyway, so I ain’t gonna worry
with you.’
“Quite truthfully, the music they played wasn’t my thing. I’m
just an old country guy. Let me tell you how Stevie would get my
attention. Stevie was always kind of quiet. He’d grab an acoustic
guitar and hit a lick of ‘Wildwood Flower’ – a real popular
country lick. I would look up and then he’d ask me a question:
‘Hey, Ray ...?’ Then he’d go back to [mimics fast guitar picking].
What I’m trying to tell you is that I could care less about what
Stevie played; his music wasn’t what made him to me. Stevie was
what I looked at. I look at the person. Stevie was just this little,
gentle guy that wasn’t a hell raiser. He’d come by and hook a
guitar into an amplifier – hit that lick of ‘Wildwood Flower’ –
‘Hey, Ray, can I listen to this guitar?’
“It was the latter part of ’74 when he found that old junker guitar
all of you know as Number One. It was probably in September
of ’74. Most of the stuff Stevie picked up, I loaned it to him and
he’d bring it back. I trusted the little guy – where was he going?
[The guitar] had hung all over that wall, ’cause who wanted it?
Everybody knows what it looks like. Well, that’s the way it looked
the day I gave it to him.
“Now, you say, ‘You gave it to him ...’ Yeah. When he came
in, like every other day, we had a long row of guitars. And he
wouldn’t take them off the hook. He’d simply walk down and
feel them and look at them and move on to the next one. If he
wanted to play one, first he’d hit that lick of ‘Wildwood Flower’
– ‘Hey, Ray...?’ He was always respectful. If I had customers, he
would turn his amplifier down low. That wasn’t always the case
with a lot of people. I respected him for that.
“Then came the day he traded for this old junker guitar, his
old Number One. He stood there and looked at that old thing,
and I thought, ‘Oh, no.’ Then he reached down and felt of it, just
like he did always. He didn’t take it off the hook, he just looked
at it, and then he felt of it. And then he took it off the hook,
hitting some licks on it. Then he hit a little ‘Wildwood Flower.’
He said, ‘Ray, where’d you get this?’ I said, ‘Stevie, you have got
to have picked the biggest junker on the wall. What in the world
are you gonna do with that thing?’ He said, ‘Well, I like the way
it feels.’ He said, ‘I want to listen to it,’ and I said ‘Go hook the
thing up – do it.’
“And the old guitar actually worked – you can’t hardly tear a
Fender up. He must have sat back there a couple of hours and
then came and said, ‘Hey, Ray. How much you want for it?’ –
like he had money to buy it. I said, ‘Stevie, that one’s pretty bad.’
He said, ‘Why don’t I give you that one I’ve got for it?’ Well,
the one he had was mine anyway! It was a blue Stratocaster as
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I recall, but it was a nice one. I’d let him use them a few days
and he’d bring them back and pick something else out. And so I
thought, ‘Oh, boy! I’m coming out a winner this time!’ He can
take this old trashed-out Strat, and I got this beautiful blue new
Strat, which was mine too!”34 The musician who traded “that old
junker” guitar to Ray? Chris Geppert. Most people know him
now as Christopher Cross.
Tony Dukes: “Every time Ray got a cool, old piece with the
magic to it, he always called me and Stevie. Ray had called and
left me a message that he had a guitar or two I might want. I
was a day late getting in from a road gig; called Ray and he said
to come today after work. He said, ‘I called your pal Stevie, as I
hadn’t heard from you.’
“I rolled up just after closing and walked in to the familiar
warm face of Ray Hennig and his hearty handshake. Lights were
off in the room with guitars and amps but lit up well by the
daylight, and there sat Stevie on a Fender Twin, back to me,
lightly playing dizzy licks on a Les Paul.
“I didn’t bother Stevie but went up to Ray, who said, ‘I know
you were down for the Gibson, but since I didn’t hear back from
you Stevie asked to see it. I also got an old Strat, but you probably
won’t like it because it’s a rosewood neck.’
“Ray and I, propped on the counter, listened to Stevie’s
fingers dance across the immaculate Les Paul. Damn I wanted
it. It had a odd attachment – a palm pedal, an extension of the
Tunamatic. Stevie wasn’t messing with that. His eyes were closed.
He wasn’t there – he was in the guitar.
“He put the guitar down, still looking at it with appreciation
and more, something only a guitarist can understand. He looked
at us, smiling, God love him, always smiling. I know Stevie
felt the power of each guitar. The Strat would take more work
and would have more options. It was also the guitar de jour of
the blues guys, but such never influenced Stevie anyway. What
I remember is the fact that the Les Paul was more than Stevie

could or wanted to afford. The Strat was a few hundred; the Les
Paul I gave $1,900 for.
“I remember Stevie closing up the case, thanking Ray, and
Ray had given both us off some space on the books to leave with
those guitars. Giving me some word of kindness and enthusiasm
and disappearing out the door.
“I thought the Strat was rough and ugly, and get out of here
with a rosewood neck, and it looked dirty. Stevie saw and felt
the magic in it, and Stevie didn’t care what anyone else thought
because Stevie found value in what was there, not what others
saw. Often they – and I – were not capable of such insight.”
Doyle: “Stevie and I went with Doug Sahm for two months.
Johnny Perez hated that Stevie was in the band, but he especially
hated that I was in the band – double drums. We played in
Dallas several times. The club on Greenville Avenue, we played
there four or five nights. Doug was notorious for not paying,
so he didn’t pay us but about a tenth of what we were supposed
to get, saying he’d pay us later. So we quit after about two
months.”
Sahm’s recollection was that he had two weeks of gigs lined up
in Houston, Dallas and Austin (Liberty Hall) and that Johnny
Winter sat in at The Ritz in Austin. The lineup was probably
Doug, Stevie, Doyle and Johnny Perez on drums and Jack Barber
on bass.17 A few months later, Doyle moved back to Dallas
“because I felt that if I stayed any longer I was going to die.”3
October 19: The Ritz, Austin, TX. Storm plays the grand
opening weekend; it is believed Stevie sat in with Paul Ray
and the Cobras.
By this time, Paul Ray had left Storm and Denny Freeman and
Alex Napier had left Southern Feeling (which had included
Angela Strehli and W.C. Clark). Paul recalls: “Denny
and Alex said, ‘Hey, you’re not doing anything. Do
you want to get a band together?’ And Doyle was not
doing anything because that band had just busted up
too. So that was the original Paul Ray and the Cobras.
The hardest thing was getting a name. We were calling
ourselves all sorts of things – Alex and the Blackouts,
Denny and the Corals. The funniest one we came
up with, we said nobody will show up, we’ll make a
bet: Paul and Doyle and the Dallasites! And nobody
showed. So they said, ‘Okay, now it’s your turn.’ So
I said, ‘Doyle, what was your first band’s name?’ and
he said ‘Cobras.’ I said there’s our band, Paul Ray and
the Cobras.”
Doyle: “Paul asked me, and I said, ‘My first band
was the Cobras,’ which was me and my brother and
some other guys in high school.”

Stevie, Connie, Jimmie, Tina. courtesy martha vaughan
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October: Jimmie Vaughan and Kim Wilson form The Fabulous
Thunderbirds, though Kim did not move to Texas for a while,
and the band did not officially debut until May 1975. Lou Ann
Barton is an early member of the band, before later forming
Triple Threat Revue with Stevie and W.C. Clark. Over thirty
years later, Lou Ann continues to perform often with Jimmie
Vaughan.
The long relationship with Glenda Maples was winding down
about this time, while Stevie was in California for several weeks.
Glenda: “My drinking got a little bit heavier, and my jealousy
got a little bit more. I didn’t want to leave him to his own devices
[laughs]. I tried my best to take care of Stevie and did for a long
time. But I wanted the one-on-one thing. I didn’t like my man
messin’ around.
“Stevie was going to California to listen to and learn from
someone that Jimmie knew. He was going to be out there from
six weeks to three months. We were losing the big house that
everybody lived in, and I didn’t really have anywhere to go, and
that’s when I hooked ’em back to Dallas.
“He told me he would contact me when he got back in
Dallas. It was really weird because he didn’t call me hardly any
from California, and I started getting wigged out about it. Then
all of a sudden I got a phone call, and he says, ‘I’m back in Dallas
and I’m coming to get you.’ At that point I was tired of going
hungry, and I had a job. Doyle and him knocked on the door; I
told him I loved him and said, ‘Can I see you when I’m forty?’
And they left.”
Soon thereafter, Stevie had a new girlfriend – Lindi Bethel. She
recalls meeting Stevie as early as 1973, but she steered a wide
berth around him for a couple of years. Lindi: “He was really
intense and made me very nervous. I kind of stayed away from
him. A lot of my friends were always trying to pick him up; you
know, he was the talk of the town. I was like, ‘Ugh. Certainly
want to stay clear of him.’
“I thought he was intense, and his eyes were deep brown eyes
that when he looked at you, it was like he was looking right into
your soul. I knew he was a real soulful person, no bullshit kind of
guy. I don’t know; he just made me extremely nervous.
“It was one night at Soap Creek when he was with the Cobras,
and Storm were playing. The gig was over and I was sitting at the
table waiting for my friends to come and find me, ’cause it was
my car everyone was going in. Stevie came and sat down and put
his head on the table. I was like, ‘Are you all right?’ He goes, ‘I’m
just tired.’ That was it, because he made me really nervous. I got
up and left [laughs].
“I had a flat tire, and everyone was leaving Soap Creek. I saw
Jimmie get in his car and said, ‘Can you give us a ride?’ He said
sure. We were going probably five miles an hour, the door opened
and in jumped Stevie. They dropped everybody off, and when it
came time for me to be dropped off, Stevie goes, ‘Well, there’s a

Steve and Lindi Bethel. © mary beth greenwood

party at Jimmie’s house. Are you tired? Do you want to go to the
party?’ And I said, ‘Yeah! I’ll go to the party.’
“The relationship developed probably a little too fast. We
dated off and on for about a month. He was still having his flings
with other women, and then the next thing I know we’re living
together. I had moved to a place on West Mary, and I don’t think
I really wanted him to live with me, but he needed a place to stay
and we were madly in love.
“I guess what attracted me to him ... he was very soft-spoken,
fabulous listener and very complimentary. We just clicked and
felt like we had been together forever. He was intelligent, deep
and real cool. Music was everything. But he was romantic and
sensuous. If we hadn’t moved right in with each other so early,
we probably would have had a better relationship. We just didn’t
really get to know each other.
“We had a good time together, but when it got to be a little
too much I’d get my own place, and the next thing I know he’d
be living with me again. It was like we couldn’t live together and
we couldn’t live apart. We both considered each other soulmates.
He was very honest, sometimes way too honest.
“We spent a lot of time at the greenbelt [along Town Lake],
swimming and going to movies. We went to the Paramount
almost every Saturday when they started showing the old movies.
We didn’t own a TV, so we entertained ourselves. We’d go for long
walks, and he loved to eat out. We didn’t have a lot of money,
but when we did, we ate really well. When he was off, we’d go
hear bands he liked. He did his thing with the guys in the band,
but I never really hung around. I think they thought I was too
weird.”
Lindi was a waitress and needed new shoes quite often, plus she
loved to shop, regardless. “I paid the rent, so when I went out
shopping, he went with me. He would buy me shoes and clothes,
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and he would just sit and didn’t get uptight or irritated. It seemed
like he enjoyed it, which is really bizarre to me. Most men don’t
like to shop [laughs]!
“We didn’t have a car then, so we walked to Highland Mall and
went to this shoe store. I had tried on a million pairs of shoes. The
salesman went into the back to get something else and Stevie goes,
‘You’re not gonna get anything, are you? You’re overwhelmed.’ And
I go, ‘You’re right.’ He said, ‘I can’t face that poor guy – let’s leave.’
And we split. That’s how sweet he was. That poor salesman.
“We used to have a lot of fights because he was sort of
controlling and very, very jealous. That was probably the worst
thing, and there was no reason for him to be jealous at all. At
Soap Creek with the Cobras, I was dancing with all my friends;
it was packed that night. I guess I wasn’t paying any attention,
but this guy was about to grab me. Stevie had been watching, and
he hit him in the back with his guitar and knocked the crap out
of him! I felt really horrible because I had created this situation,
even though I was just dancing.”
Lindi’s roommate Mary Beth Greenwood: “We would eat
at Pecan Street Cafe and have salads because we were so poor.
Sometimes we’d split a salad. We also went to LaReyna – Stevie
would pick the Mexican restaurants. He’d eat chorizo and he’d
get ’em to spice it up, and I’ve never seen anyone sweat like that
to this day! He said it was for a hangover. He also took us to
the original Jorge’s, and they had this great blues jukebox. He’d
constantly be putting coins in there.
“We did simple things together, like doing our laundry, or
go to the park, or go for walk. He’d give me a ride to school
in Lindi’s Volkswagon almost every day for a long time after
someone hit my car.
If we’d go to Antone’s or Soap Creek, we’d just walk in with
him for free. Never paid anything – nobody had any money.
Well, I had a job as a photographer in the Astronomy and Physics
department that paid four dollars an hour, and I was the one
with all the money! I had a little bit of parent money; they didn’t.
Whenever there was a bill they couldn’t pay, I paid it.
“Stevie played every other night, if not every night, and there
were some gigs that really paid, and he’d take us out. Every single
time he got a paycheck, we blew it. He made things a lot of fun
with his money.
“We always had a lot of fun. We did these Chinese fire drills
at stop signs [no offense intended to our Chinese friends]. We
were always kind of giddy – we were twenty and real excitable.
He was really bright, charismatic and a sweetheart. Just going out
to lunch was fun with Stevie. He’d have that [black] lingo. We’d
imitate him.
“He did a lot of funny things. It still cracks me up when I
think about coming home and finding Stevie with clothespins
on his ears like earrings. I said, ‘Why are you doing that?’ and he
said, ‘Because that’s the acupressure point for teeth.’ Everybody is
doing acupressure now, but Stevie was into it long ago.”

December: Just before Christmas, Stevie, Marc Benno and
drummer Johnny Perez (Sir Douglas Quintet) attempt another
recording for A&M Records, supported by Lee Sklar on bass
and Russ Kunkel on drums.
– Friends
– Whole Thang
– Slammer Jammer
– World Keep Spinnin’
– Long Ride Home
Marc Benno: “I think Stevie and Doyle had gone back to
Texas [after the spring ’73 tour], and did another Nightcrawlers
project. Then I called Stevie back to California because I had
convinced A&M to let me finish a solo project. I was living in
Marin County, and believe it not, I had rented Neil Young’s house
without knowing it was his house. I had this little rent house I
rented from this lady who was going to Europe for the summer,
and after I moved I found out she’s Neil Young’s ex-wife.”
(date unknown): Lion’s Share, San Anselmo, CA.
Marc: “Stevie came and lived with me there, and we did some
gigs out there. We played at a place called the Lion’s Share where
Janis Joplin had played, and kinda got hangin’ out a little bit with
Jerry Garcia and that scene up there. Jerry just loved to hang out.
He loved that Texas guitar sound. He came over one time by
himself. In fact I didn’t even let him in the house – I didn’t know
who he was! Very sweet guy, and he did jam with us. We had that
rent house in Bolinas, California, and had some awesome jams
over there.
“I think I brought in Chris Etheridge to play bass on the live
gigs; Johnny Perez played drums, a guy on saxophone – Martin
Fierro – he’s tremendous.”
Everyone knows Stevie put a lot of feeling into his guitar
playing, as Marc recalls: “I think Stevie was always having to
prove himself, though I don’t know who he had to prove himself
to. But I always thought he saw himself as an underdog player.
He came from a position where he was in the shadow of Jimmie.
So he was never content or laid-back with it; he was always trying
to achieve more. I think he picked up on a lot of Jimmie’s early
intensity and ran with it.
“I guess a lot of people were very surprised when he was
the guy that emerged as the solo talent. I mean, his vocal and
songwriting talent just happened all of a sudden.”
Benno went through some personal tragedies about this time,
and the resulting bad vibes led Stevie and Perez back to Texas
without finishing the sessions.17
December 31: Taco Flats (possibly Adobe Flats), Dallas, TX.
The Nightcrawlers open for Paul Ray and the Cobras and then
split up again.
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The Cobras at Antone’s, Austin. (l-r) Denny Freeman, Paul Ray, Rodney Craig, Alex Napier, Stevie Vaughan. An early photo of Stevie
playing “Number One.” © Watt Casey, Jr.

Paul Ray: “It was like a flip of a coin who was going to open
[the New Year’s Eve show], and they opened and we played the
last set. Stevie played with them, and then asked if he could
play with us. I said sure, ’cause he was going to jump up there
anyway!” Asked why The Nightcrawlers were breaking up, Paul
said, “I think they were all trying to get away from [manager] Bill
Ham, ’cause if he gets a fingerprint on you, he’s got you. He said,
‘My dream of a lifetime is to have Jimmie and Stevie in the same
band.’ Jimmie was having no part of that.”
Denny Freeman: “I had played with Jimmie for about six
months, and then Paul Ray and I tried to put a band together,
and we couldn’t find a bass player and drummer. Paul started
playing bass with Storm, and so there I was back on my own, and
that’s when Alex and me and Andy Miller put together this band
that ended up being Southern Feeling with Angela and W.C.
Then Alex and I quit that and hooked up with Paul again, and
we still couldn’t find a drummer.
“Stevie and Doyle actually played the first Paul Ray and the
Cobras gigs, just so we could play some gigs. They were in The
Nightcrawlers. We finally got John Henry Alexander for a while,
and Doyle and Fredde Pharoah for a while, and then ended up
with Rodney Craig. There just wasn’t hardly any good players in
Austin wanting to play blues.
“For whatever reason, The Nightcrawlers were going to break
up, and Stevie approached Paul about playing with us. I was the

Cobras’ sole guitar player before Stevie joined, so I had mixed
feelings about it. I wouldn’t have minded having a keyboard
player, but we couldn’t find one. I didn’t really want to do battle
with another guitar player, but it was also really exciting to play
with him. He was always really nice to me and treated me with
a lot of respect.
“Stevie turned out to be a really good guitar player, but at the
time he wasn’t a very good rhythm guitar player. I could offer
him more help than he could offer me, I think. But we had a lot
of fun.”
So Stevie debuted as a member of Paul Ray and the Cobras
and didn’t leave for almost three years! Paul Ray (vocals), Denny
Freeman (guitar), Alex Napier (bass), Rodney Craig (drums).
Stevie would later bring Jim Trimmier to the band (sax). In late
1976 Joe Sublett took Jim’s place.

1975
A new era in Stevie’s career begins in 1975 – Paul Ray and the
Cobras had become one of the most popular bands in Austin.
Sax player Johnny Reno: “Back then, the Cobras kind of ruled
the roost, and rightfully so. They were a fabulous band.” The
band was still doing popular reunion shows at the time of this
writing (2009).
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